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The National Ministry of Health and Social Development published the “Transcatheter aortic valve implantation in severe aortic stenosis” document developed by the National Board of Health Technology Assessment (Comisión de Evaluación de Tecnología de Salud (CONETEC)). In its conclusion, it declares that transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI) should be reserved for inoperable patients, and does not recommend it for high, moderate or low-risk patients, based on not sufficiently strong scientific evidence (both in the quality and magnitude of the benefit) for this recommendation.

The document suggests adhering to the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) methodology, whose most relevant aspects are its reproducibility and transparency compared with other forms of summarizing evidence and generating clinical practice recommendations. (1) However, the CONETEC recommendation is opposed to that of the McMaster University—that uses the same GRADE methodology—and recommends transfemoral TAVI as an indication independent from surgical risk: strongly in favor of prioritizing TAVI in patients above 85 years of age and weakly in favor of prioritizing it in patients between 75 and 85 years. (2, 3) Nevertheless, from 75 years onwards, TAVI should be selected over surgical replacement as a first option regardless of the surgical risk. The weak recommendation, but in favor of TAVI, from 75 years onwards, TAVI should be interpreted considering that most patients should receive TAVI, except for specific situations in which a conventional aortic valve replacement surgery would be recommended, such as bicuspid aortic valve, associated multi-vessel coronary artery disease, patient’s preference or local results. (1)

The 2016 publication is previous to low surgical risk publications which were also favorable for TAVI. The aim of this article was thus to evaluate the CONETEC document based on the GRADE clinical guidelines.

It is not clear in the CONETEC bibliographic search why this document is solely based on systematic reviews with meta-analyses instead of primary randomized studies as recommended by the GRADE guidelines. The bibliographic review used to report a new clinical guideline on the efficacy and safety of an intervention should be centered on a systematic review where primary randomized studies and not meta-analyses are the focus of the search.

In addition, the document ignored the McMaster systematic review with meta-analyses published in 2016 (4) and a 2019 systematic review reporting reduced mortality, stroke, atrial fibrillation, renal dysfunction and major bleeding, among other relevant events in patients with TAVI, independently of surgical risk. (5)

The selection of studies for the report was not performed with rigorous criteria. The application of the PRISMA checklist can give an idea of the quality of the report derived from the systematic reviews found, but not of the quality of the content or the conclusions as suggested in Annex II of the CONETEC report.

Although a study selection flow diagram is provided, it does not follow the accuracy suggested by PRISMA on the degree of detail and rationales for the exclusion of studies, and neither does it provide detail on how many are primary studies versus systematic reviews. The report mentions that a systematic review with meta-analyses was chosen in each risk stage to evaluate the efficacy and safety of TAVI, but it does not mention the reason for selecting these systematic reviews. This is a key step that goes against the GRADE principle on the transparency and reproducibility of the recommendations using this methodology (1).

The report refers the meta-analysis of Liu (6) which “at 5 years of follow-up of the PARTNER 1A study (699 patients) and the CoreValve U.S. Trial (795
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patients), found no differences both in all-cause mortality (HR: 0.97; 95% CI 0.83-1.12; p=0.19) as in cardiovascular mortality, though in the latter it tended to favor surgery (RR: 1.21; 95% CI 1.00-1.45; p=0.05)”.

When evaluating the original Liu article, we found that this estimator of effect that seems to be at the statistical limit against TAVI was based only on the 5-year follow-up of the PARTNER 1A study, and did not include the CoreValve U.S. trial at 5 years as suggested in the CONETEC report (Liu included the CoreValve U.S. trial at 3 years, and the 5-year estimators only derive from the PARTNER 1A study). The analysis of the PARTNER 1A study showed that the p value was not 0.05, but 0.67 (far from the statistical limit). (7)

The reason for this marked discrepancy is that Liu et al. analyzed raw data events using relative risk, an estimator of effect that does not take into account censoring during follow-up, as well as potential interactions with time that can be substantially different given the high mortality rate or the imperfect follow-up of high-risk patients at 5 years. On the other hand, the study by Liu et al. (May 2018) was the basis of the CONETEC report to generate TAVI recommendations versus surgery at 5 years. However, it did not include the CoreValve U.S. trial data at 5 years, which represents half of all the information available for this population. (8)

For intermediate-risk the report selects only the meta-analysis by Lazkani et al. (9) which also includes observational studies. When the GRADE methodology is applied, randomized study results are always prioritized, and observational studies are used in case randomized studies do not provide evidence of sufficient quality. (1)

For low-risk, the CONETEC report chose the meta-analysis by Saleem et al.; (10) yet, there are meta-analyses of randomized studies which report lower overall and cardiovascular mortality with TAVI in low-risk patients. (11-13)

The CONETEC report stratified and analyzed results in subgroups according to the surgical risk of patients, since it was interpreted that the technology analyzed could have a different impact. However, the McMaster GRADE TAVI guidelines recommend guiding the decision for TAVI according to age instead of surgical risk, as its long-term durability is the missing information to recommend TAVI as first option for all the range of patients. (3)

Among other relevant aspects, all the tables have a problem with the marks in the quality of evidence, where all have 4 crosses. All the data in Table 2.3 of intermediate risk mention that events only come from randomized trials. However, this is incorrect, since when reviewing the original reference these estimators of effect include observational studies. (9) It is not clear why quality of life and stroke are considered “important” instead of “critical” events, as they are usually critical for decision-making in GRADE guidelines.

Regarding the economical evidence, we consider that a dedicated economical study was not performed and that the text content is very poor. It is striking that the price of one TAVI module (excluding the prosthesis) is higher than a surgical module, and that the cost of cardiovascular rehabilitation, rehospitalizations and conventional surgery comorbidities are not taken into account. It is also necessary to consider that the price in pesos/dollars of the TAVI prosthesis that appears in the report is much higher than that of the current PAMI contract, and that the politics to reduce taxes of TAVI prosthesis could solve a great part of this economical problem.

With respect to the health coverage politics of other countries, the reason why patients at intermediate and low risk have no support in international clinical guidelines, depends on the date these guidelines were written and the evidence was published (for example, for low risk, March 2019). The report mentions, among others, France, as a country that endorses the use of TAVI; however, French social security covers TAVI in high-risk patients since 2012 and patients at intermediate risk have been added since 2019.

In conclusion, to our best understanding, the CONETEC report has methodological failures that could be summarized in the use of systematic reviews with meta-analyses, unnecessary inclusion of observational studies in intermediate and low risk patients, and fragmentation of the research question by risk strata. Other relevant aspects were ignored, as the reality of cardiac surgery perioperative mortality in Argentina, which in many cases is greater than that of countries with high economic income. (14) In addition, to perform its analysis, the CONETEC has summoned, among others, medical professionals representing prepaid medical insurance companies, which could give rise to a biased view, and conversely, has not requested the opinion of scientific societies involved in the specialty.
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